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			Data Logging Solutions – Full Product Brochure

[image: Data Logging Solutions]

A robust range of products with a variety of capabilities to suit your needs. From remote sensors and accompanying cloud monitoring, to stand-alone and cold chain data logging, our data loggers and accessories can assist in a variety of applications.

Download

Display Solutions – Full Product Brochure

[image: Display Solutions]

Lascar’s display solutions satisfy a broad range of requirements from the need for rapid development custom, touchscreen graphics panels to simple LCD, LED, 4-20mA, temperature, data displays and graphics modules.

Download

Electronic Design & Manufacture

[image: Electronic design and manufacturing through the eye]

Our belief is that good design can only happen when each step in the product development process is undertaken with due consideration of the others. By offering a custom electronic design and manufacturing service encompassing all of these important steps, Lascar can manage the design process from conception to manufacture delivering final product that meets both your and your customer’s needs.

Download

The Path to Better Indoor Air Quality

[image: Path to better indoor air quality]

In the UK, there is a legal requirement that states employers must ensure every enclosed room is ventilated by an adequate supply of fresh or purified air. Ventilation is particularly important in settings such as schools where lots of people gather and a range of activities such as singing, exercise and other aerosol generating activities take place. To ensure that rooms are consistently well ventilated and these rules are being followed, the Health and Safety regulations 2010 state that CO2 monitors should be installed in occupied rooms where people are gathered and CO2 levels regularly recorded.

Download

Temperature Monitoring Covid-19 Vaccines

[image: Temperature monitoring Covid-19 vaccines]

The easy way to follow Green Book standards for vaccine and pharmaceutical storage. Using a data logger that automatically creates temperature audit records leaves your staff free to look after your patients, instead of pieces of paper. And when the same logger instantly tells you of any temperature breaches, you get absolute peace of mind. EasyLog’s range of data loggers meet or exceed all Green Book requirements.

Download

Temperature Monitoring Covid-19 Vaccines (Europe)

[image: Temperature Monitoring Covid-19 Vaccines ]

The European Medicines Agency state that both the Vaxzevria and the Janssen vaccines should be stored at +2°C to +8°C. After first opening of the vial, both should be used within 6 hours, during this time the Janssen vaccine should be kept at temperatures between +2°C to +25°C and the Vaxzevria vaccine should not exceed temperatures of +30°C.

The European Medicines Agency state that the Comirnaty vaccine can be kept frozen, unopened for 6 months at temperatures between -90°C and -60°C. Once thawed the vaccine has a shelf life of 5 days and can be kept at temperatures between +2°C and +8°C during this time.

Download

Vaccine Campaign – Storage Tips

[image: Storing vaccines and best practices ]

With flu season around the corner and preparations underway for handling Covid-19 candidate vaccines, are your storage arrangements ready?

Download

Vaccine Campaign – Product Catagories



[image: Vaccine monitoring and storing vaccines]

Ensuring the potency of your vaccines has never been more important, and the challenges have never been greater. But help is at hand -EasyLog, the experts in vaccine temperature monitoring, have a range of solutions to give you complete peace of mind.

Download

Vaccine Campaign – Products



[image: Temperature monitoring for Covid-19 Vaccines]

Temperature Monitoring Covid-19 Vaccines. Simple, reliable and accurate data logging.

Download

Sub Contractors Campaign – Electronics Manufacturing

[image: Solving problems of electronics manufacturing ]

Surface mount technology has been in use for over 50 years, and through-hole manufacturing even longer, but there are still problems that recur time and again for companies that use a third party to produce their electronic products.

Download

Sub Contractors Campaign – Lascar’s Engineering, Design and Manufacture Capabilities

[image: Lascar's engineering, design and manufacturing capabilities ]

An engineering business, driven by engineers: Lascar is built on a deep foundation of engineering knowledge and understanding. It’s something we’ve always nurtured, and continue to develop in order to provide the best possible results for our customers.

Download

Vacant Buildings Campaign – Mould Prevention

[image: Helping prevent mould in vacant buildings ]

Did you know it can take as little as four weeks for mould to grow to a damaging extent? It’s so important to recognize the conditions that cause mould growth and know how to prevent it.

Download

Vacant Buildings Campaign – Protecting Your Buildings from Mould

[image: Protecting your buildings from mould through data logging]

Even in places where precautions have been put in place to reduce mould growth, the ambient temperature and humidity within enclosed spaces will naturally vary. It’s therefore vital to know whenever conditions for fast mould growth still occur.

Download

Bakery Campaign – Food Safety

[image: Food safety - temperature control requirements]

Refresh your memory with these food hygiene pointers!

Download

Bakery Campaign – Food and Customer Safety

[image: Food and customer safety]

Keep track of all your temperature and humidity needs with EasyLog. From temperature monitoring around your bakery to monitoring the conditions inside your fridges and freezers, we have got you covered.

Download

Butcher Shop Campaign – Temperature Control Requirements

[image: Temperature control requirements for chilled and frozen food]

Refresh your memory with these food hygiene pointers!

Download

Butcher Shop Campaign – Food and Customer Safety

[image: Food and customer safety]

Keep track of all your temperature and humidity needs with EasyLog. From temperature monitoring around your Butcher shop to monitoring conditions inside your fridges and freezers, we have got you covered.

Download

Fish & Chip Shop Campaign – A Reminder of the Regulations

[image: Temperature control requirements for chilled and frozen food]

Temperature Control Requirements.

Download

Fish & Chip Shop Campaign – Food and Customer Safety

[image: Food and customer safety]

Keep track of all your temperature and humidity needs with EasyLog. From temperature monitoring around your shop to monitoring conditions inside your fridges and freezers, we’ve got you covered.

Download

Takeaway Campaign – Food Safety

[image: Temperature Control Requirements ]

Temperature Control Requirements.

Download

Takeaway Campaign – Food and Customer Safety

[image: Food and customer safety]

Keep track of all your temperature and humidity needs with EasyLog. From temperature monitoring around your takeaway to monitoring conditions inside your fridges and freezers, we have got you covered.

Download

Buildings and Facilities Condition Monitoring – Medical and healthcare properties

[image: Buildings and facilities condition monitoring for medical and healthcare properties ]

Temperature and humidity are big contributing factors to the overall air quality of any interior environment. Being able to monitor these conditions, and doing so remotely allows you to ensure the health and comfort of everyone, from employees to patients, within the property. It also makes frequent site visits a thing of the past.

Download

Buildings and Facilities Condition Monitoring – Medical and healthcare properties Flyer 2

[image: Buildings and facilities condition monitoring for medical and healthcare properties. ]

Keep track of all your temperature and humidity needs with EasyLog. Accurate and reliable temperature monitoring around your medical buildings and facilities gives you assurance over the health and comfort of the patients, employees, and visitors inside. We’ve got you covered.

Download

Blood, Vaccines, and Pharmaceuticals Condition Monitoring – Protect the condition of your medicinal products

[image: Blood, vaccines and pharmaceuticals condition monitoring ]

With the UK vaccine rollout in full swing, it is still absolutely critical that your precious vaccines, blood, and other pharmaceutical goods retain their potency and purity. Are you confident your storage arrangements are doing the job?

Download

Blood, Vaccines, and Pharmaceuticals Condition Monitoring Protect the condition of your medicinal products Flyer 2

[image: Blood, vaccines and pharmaceuticals condition monitoring]

It has never been more important to ensure the quality and purity of your blood components and pharmaceuticals, as well as your all-important Covid-19 vaccinations. Help is at hand – EasyLog, the experts in medical storage condition monitoring, have a range of solutions to give you complete peace of mind.

Download

Fresh Seafood Condition Monitoring

[image: Fresh seafood condition monitoring]

With a fresh fish supply market as tight as a can of sardines, it is vital that you have a competitive edge in order to succeed. Being able to deliver a consistent stream of the freshest produce is the key to maintaining demand. Are you 100% certain that your fresh fish and seafood storage containers are up to the job?

Download

Fresh Seafood Condition Monitoring Flyer 2

[image: Fresh seafood condition monitoring]

Keep track of the vital temperature and humidity conditions within your fresh fish and seafood storage containers. EasyLog, the experts in condition monitoring, have you got covered with our wide range of low-cost, highly accurate and reliable, wireless and standalone data loggers.

Download

Condition monitoring around animals and their enclosures

[image: Condition monitoring around animals and their enclosers ]

From pet shop reptiles and amphibians, to zoo animals like gorillas and snow leopards, all livestock require very specific temperature and humidity levels to stay safe and remain healthy, so making sure their conditions are optimized should be your top priority. Would you say that your environmental condition monitoring solutions are 100% up to the job?

Download

Condition monitoring around animals and their enclosures Flyer 2

[image: Condition monitoring around animals and their enclosures ]

The health and wellbeing of your animals largely depends on the conditions of their immediate surroundings, and of course, you will want to be able to monitor this 24/7. With the help of an EasyLog data logger, this becomes entirely possible, allowing you peace of mind and the ability to act in an emergency.

Download

Ultraviolet Sanitation Devices

[image: Ultraviolet Sanitation Devices]

The use of Ultraviolet (UV) light to clean a surface or device is established technology, but this year it has been brought squarely into focus because of the global Coronavirus pandemic. UV sanitation is a highly effective way of ridding surfaces of micro-organisms by destroying nucleic acids and disrupting their DNA, but what if there was a way of revolutionizing your cleaning systems by introducing a touchscreen HMI?

Download

Ultraviolet Sanitation Devices Flyer 2

[image: Ultraviolet sanitation devices ]

Are you looking to increase the level of automation in your ultraviolet sanitation devices? Fast-track your development with PanelPilotACE, combining a full touch screen with powerful process control. Designed for easy integration with analog and digital sensors, ACE is the perfect tool for automated equipment.

Download

Ensure Stored Food Safety in Your Business

[image: Ensure stored food safety in your business]

The quality of the food that comes out of your kitchen impacts the number of customers in your restaurant. But whether you’re an established local pub, a newly-opened high street restaurant, or a trendy brunch bar, it is more important than ever that your stored food and fresh produce remains at its best 24/7 – are you confident that yours is in peak condition?

Download

Ensure Stored Food Safety in Your Business Condensed

[image: Ensure stored food safety in your business]

Is the hygiene and food safety up to standard in your kitchen? Whatever kind of establishment you run, wouldn’t being able to monitor the temperature and humidity levels of your stored food and fresh produce 24/7 give you the peace of mind you deserve?

Download

Ensure Stored Food Safety in Your Business Flyer 2

[image: Ensure stored food safety in your business ]

Keep track of the conditions of your business’s kitchen with an automated temperature and humidity data logger from EasyLog. Simply place one high up on one of your kitchen walls, or in a specific fridge or freezer, and receive conditional change alerts straight to your phone or email inbox. It’s that easy. It’s your data anytime, anywhere.

Download

Ensure Stored Food Safety in Your Business Flyer 2 Condensed

[image: Ensure stored food safety in your business]

If the temperature and humidity of your venue’s kitchen is being monitored by an EasyLog data logger, you get peace of mind that your stored fresh produce is at its best. Our loggers have you covered with accurate, automated condition alerts sent straight to your phone. It’s worry-free data logging from EasyLog.

Download

Hardware, Software and IoT Capabilities Under One Roof (UK Version)

[image: Electronics design and manufacture ]

At Lascar we pride ourselves on exceeding expectations. Recognizing that all of our customers’ projects have different requirements, we like to remain flexible and adapt our services accordingly.

Download

Hardware, Software and IoT Capabilities Under One Roof (US Version)

[image: Electronics Design and Manufacture]

At Lascar we pride ourselves on exceeding expectations. Recognizing that all of our customers’ projects have different requirements, we like to remain flexible and adapt our services accordingly.

Download

Veterinary Monitoring

[image: Veterinary monitoring with EasyLog]

Lascar have a range of temperature and temperature and humidity data loggers perfect for monitoring the environment of anything from a kennel or animal housing area to a reptile tank. From small, low cost loggers that simply plug into a computer USB port to retrieve the data to WiFi connected loggers with displays that allow instant alarm notification and data monitoring from any internet enabled device. All of our data loggers have ranges with external probes allowing the device to sit on the outside of the tank or kennel.

Download

Environmental Monitoring and Control for the Cannabis Market

[image: Environmental Monitoring and control for the cannabis market]

Lascar Electronics is an electronics design company making waves in several areas of the Cannabis growing, drying and extraction markets. Decades of HVAC, vaccine and agricultural monitoring success have resulted in dependable solutions for eliminating loss, increasing yield/shelf-life and maximizing efficiency during cultivation, transportation, harvesting and curing product.

We specialize in providing solutions for environmental monitoring, recording and alerting, controlling of lighting systems, operation of pumps and extractors and working alongside your existing HVAC network to bring the data you need front and center. With the help of Lascar’s EasyLog Cloud users can record and manage multiple data logging devices in different locations remotely from a smart phone, PC, or tablet.

Download

Logistics Monitoring Cold Chain in the Pharmaceutical Industries

[image: Logistics Monitoring cold chain in the pharmaceutical industries]

Lascar’s series of inexpensive and discrete standalone USB, WiFi and Bluetooth-enabled temperature and temperature & humidity devices provides the tools to monitor, report and store data collected during transportation, proving peace of mind that products arrive in the state they started their journey.

Download

Heritage Monitoring Museums & Exhibitions

[image: Heritage Monitoring in museums and exhibitions ]

While swings in temperature and humidity in normal environments may not be significant, in a museum they can be catastrophic. Exposure to extremes of heat, cold, dryness or humidity can cause textiles, canvas, wood and other materials to quickly deteriorate. Factor in a display case and there may be multiple environments in just one room. Maintaining those same environmental conditions is also essential during the transportation and storage of exhibits and artefacts.

Download

Facilities Management Furniture & Wood Storage

[image: Facilities management furniture and wood storage ]

An unstable level of humidity can cause hygroscopic materials to swell in high humidity and contract in low humidity.

	
	Reduce losses from swelling and cracking
	Protect raw material and work in progress
	Monitor finished goods in storage and transit





Download

EasyLog Data Loggers Perfect for Food Monitoring

[image: EasyLog data loggers for food monitoring ]

The EasyLog range of data loggers makes your vital temperature and humidity checks easier to perform, improving your efficiency and performance in meeting critical food safety standards.

Download

Logistics Monitoring Cold Chain in the Food Industries

[image: Logistics monitoring cold chain in the food industries]

Lascar’s series of inexpensive and discrete standalone USB, WiFi and Bluetooth-enabled temperature and temperature & humidity devices provides the tools to monitor, report and store data collected during transportation, proving peace of mind that products arrive in the state they started their journey.

Download

EL-MOTE and Wireless Data Loggers

[image: El-Mote and Wireless data loggers]

Our EL-MOTE range is designed to let you wirelessly monitor the temperature and humidity of your chosen environment. Thanks to our EasyLog Cloud software and app, you can wirelessly stream, view and record your temperature and humidity readings from multiple devices at different locations. The EL-MOTE and EL-WiFi range are discrete yet powerful loggers, storing data internally if a WiFi connection is lost, and automatically uploading data when connections are restored. They will also alert you if measurement ranges have been breached with their built-in sounders and LEDs, while sending automatic alerts straight to your email and phone.

Download

New EL-SIE range, next generation USB data loggers

[image: EL-SIE range the next generation USB data loggers]

Monitor the changing pressure levels of your cleanroom or other critical environments with the software-free range of EL-SIE USB data loggers. It’s data logging on another level.

Download

EL-WIFI-T & EL-WIFI-TH data loggers, wholesale florist temperature & humidity monitoring

[image: EL-WIFI-T & EL-WIFI-TH data loggers, wholesale florist temperature and humidity monitoring ]

Your Stock is in Safe Hands. Stress-free Condition Monitoring With EasyLog. The range of WiFi-enabled data loggers from Lascar Electronics is perfectly suited for monitoring the temperature and humidity levels of your flower and plant storage.

Download

Single-use or USB data loggers, condition monitoring in a retail environment

[image: Single-use or USB data loggers, condition monitoring in a retail environment ]

Stress-Free Cut Flower and Plant Monitoring. Lascar Electronics’ EL-SIE and Cold Chain Data Loggers are perfectly suited for monitoring the temperature and humidity levels of your fresh cut flower and plant storage.

Download

EasyLog Data Loggers Vaccine Storage Monitoring

[image: EasyLog Data Loggers Vaccine Storage Monitoring]

What temperature are your vaccines right now? Daily temperature checks must take place where medicines and vaccines are stored. Let EasyLog data loggers take care of it for you so that you can spend more time caring for your patients.

Download

Unique Hardware & Software Display Platform

[image: Unique hardware and software display platform ]

PanelPilotACE, with Lascar’s free and easy to use Design Studio software, opens up a world of choice for you to create fully bespoke display interfaces without writing a single line of code.

Download

Temperature & Humidity Monitoring for the Museum & Heritage Sector

[image: Temperature and humidity monitoring for the museum and heritage sector ]

To support the preservation of exhibits and archives, Lascar has an inexpensive range of standalone USB, WiFi and Bluetooth-enabled temperature and humidity data logging products that allow discrete temperature and humidity for easy monitoring across the heritage sector.

Download

Environmental Monitoring for Facilities Management

[image: Environmental monitoring for facilities management ]

Lascar’s broad range of data loggers can help meet the combined challenges of health, comfort, climate and energy efficiency as part of a modern approach to facilities management. It’s broad range of data loggers suits a number of environmental applications with a number of communications platforms to choose from including standalone USB, WiFi and Bluetooth-enabled devices.

Download

Temperature & Humidity Monitoring for the Food Sector

[image: Temperature and humidity monitoring for the food sector ]

Lascar’s inexpensive EasyLog family of USB, WiFi, Bluetooth and intelligent thermometers take the guess work out of temperature and humidity data logging in the cold chain environment and throughout the food service and production sectors.

Download

Vaccination Monitoring Solutions

[image: Vaccination monitoring solutions]

Ensure vaccines are kept at the correct temperature when being stored using Lascar’s EasyLog family of vaccine data loggers. These data loggers are supplied with glycol bottles, calibration certificates and magnetic clips for immediate use, using USB and WiFi technology to store and display data.

Download

Create Advanced Displays Without Writing a Line of Code: PanelPilotACE

[image: PanelPilot ACE: create advanced displays without writing a line of code ]

An off the shelf hardware and intuitive design software for rapid development of your next display project, PanelPilotACE allows the creation of advanced display applications without writing a single line of code.

Download

21CFR Requirement Checklist (USB)

[image: EasyLog 21CFR software requirement checklist (USB)]

How does EasyLog 21CFR Software comply with the regulations of 21CFR Part 11?

Download

21CFR Requirement Checklist (WiFi)

[image: EasyLog 21CFR Software Requirement Checklist (WiFi)]

How does EasyLog 21CFR Software comply with the regulations of 21CFR Part 11?

Download

BS EN 12830:2018 Record of Compliance

[image: EasyLog record of compliance BS EN 12830:2018]

View the BS EN 12830:2018 Record of Compliance for Lascar’s EasyLog data loggers.

Download

Soluzioni di registrazione dei dati – Guida Al Prodotto

[image: Soluzioni di registrazione dei dati - Guida Al Prodotto]

Download

Soluciones de registro de datos – Guía De Productos

[image: Soluciones de registro de datos - Guía De Productos]

Download

數據記錄方案 – 產品指南

[image: 數據記錄方案 - 產品指南]

強大的產品系列，具有多種功能來滿足您的需求。 從遙距傳感器配合雲端監控，到獨立數據記錄以及冷鏈監控，我們的數據記錄儀和配件可以幫助各方面的應用。

Download

Solutions d’Enregistrement des Données – Brochure Complète du Produit

[image: Solutions d'Enregistrement des Données - Brochure Complète du Produit]

Une gamme robuste de produits avec une variété de fonctionnalités pour répondre à vos besoins. Des capteurs à distance et la surveillance du cloud, à l’enregistrement autonome et la chaîne du froid, nos enregistreurs de données et nos accessoires peuvent vous aider dans une variété d’applications.

Download

数据记录方案 – 产品指南

[image: 数据记录方案 - 产品指南]

强大的产品系列，具有多种功能来满足您的需求。 从遥距传感器配合云端监控，到独立数据记录以及冷链监控，我们的数据记录仪和配件可以帮助各方面的应用。

Download

Solutions d’Affichage – Brochure Complète du Produit

[image: ]

Les solutions d’affichage de Lascar répondent à une large gamme d’exigences, du besoin de développement rapide de panneaux graphiques personnalisés et tactiles aux écrans simple LCD, LED, 4-20 mA, température, affichage de données et modules graphiques.

Download

數據顯示方案 – 產品指南

[image: 數據顯示方案 - 產品指南]

Lascar的數據顯示方案能滿足廣泛的需求。從快速開發定制，觸控屏圖像面板，到簡單LCD，LED，4-20mA，溫度，數據顯示和圖像模塊。

Download

数据显示方案 – 产品指南

[image: 数据显示方案 - 产品指南]

Lascar的数据显示方案能满足广泛的需求。从快速开发定制，触摸屏图像面板，到简单LCD，LED，4-20mA，温度，数据显示和图像模块。

Download
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US OFFICE

4258 West 12th Street

Erie

PA 16505

United States

us-sales@lascarelectronics.com

+1 (814) 835 0621





Quality Management Certified

ISO 9001:2015
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                Ships to North America, South America and Canada
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                Ships to Europe, Africa and Middle East
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                Ships to Asia and Australasia
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